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Relevance of Practia2. Work to Comprehension

Richard T. White,
Monash University,
Clayton, Victoria,
AUSTRALIA, -3168.

ABSTRACT

Anexplicit rationale is presented for laboratory

to be ritualistic inimany.schools and colleges.

of Physics /

which is alleged

work,
ger,.

1

The rationale is,that,laboratories
/
are a.fertile source of

.

.)---/

memoryl structutes called episodes; which s4,4uld enhance hei,

withcomprehension of abstract subject matter when associated

it.. Specific and generalized/episodes are described.

Consideration of theselepisOdesleadsto recommendations for
-

inclusion in a year's program of (a) a few unusual and
-±,

dramatic experiments tJpet can be linked to topics of central

importance;

objects as

"labness"

(b) experiments that involve common; everyday
t.

/ -
equipment so that physcs can lose some of its

/
and bejnore easily related to daily life; and

'lc) experiments thht axe true problems, which will train students

Isken planning an investigation inSte0of following directions

/
and in writing a proper report instead of reciting the steps

laid down in a manual.
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RELEVANCE OE.ACTICAL WORK TO. COMPREHENSION OF PHYSICS
y-.

r).7N .,

--tfiAOne of my older American friends tells-me Sethat before the Second

"'N,
World War he took a university course named Gentlemen's Physics.

k . \
. was not, as one-might now suppOse, an alternatiNie'to Ladies' Physics, but

,to a course that coed the Same subject matter and also included

practical work in the laboratory. Named simply Physics '', this must

;---

have beeWintended.for the lower classes of society.

I-7
i

Couises such as Gentlemen's Physics ale now non-existent or-rare,
-

. (
.

despite the obvious economy of having. no practical work. Their dis-
t

appearapCe is not a result of research evidence,s6ince those few studies

which have investigated,laboratory work in the science%,..have fOund it

produced little difference except in manipulative skills (e.g., Kruglak,

1953; Yager-, Engen,& Snider/ 1969). Rather there seems to le a settled
.

'faithcin,the value of practical work, a near-religion to IRItich/we are

prepared to dOnate large.amounts of time and money. One consecipence of

the dogmaElotindation of practical work is that only too often it
t,

be mess a matter-43f Titl.Tal, -the purpose of which is lost. ) Then practical

work is included' Eft courses because it is expected, no for a particular

,reason. Hence any exercise is seen as being as good as any other,. or
e

4 is there anyway of judging whether the set of exercises in a course .is

complete enolig-h; no way of telling whether a particular type of exercise

is lacking; and no way of judging whether the exercises in a course are

fulfilling any purpose. Therefore it should be useful to inspect the

basis of the faith in piactical work, since this might establish it on
( .

a firmer,--more rational ground than :that of accepted dogma, and we=mig ht

then be led to new and more-effective forms of laboratory exercises.
="
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Types of Performance and EI..-Ze-liiir-uf-Memory

Practical work is intended to enhance subsequent performance.

SIrice perfolmdnce is a comprehensive term, we may need to look more

closely at what we mean by 4.X. A useful initial split

4
affective, and motor outcomes. We will concentrate on

domain because of itslimportaece and because laboratory

,seen effective in training learners in motor §kills, and

domain is too comprx to tackle. Cognitive performance
.......e.

Zurthe along two distinct dimensions,

nattei._ that is involved, and the

performance, that is whether it is

4r_knowle :% --whether some transfer
...4? .

discussing( these. two dimensions we

Nor

one cogperning the type of subject

other the degree of novelty in the

just straight recall of apiece of

of knowledge is necessang. In

will ±i4ld it convenient not to treat

is into cognitive,

the cognitive

exercises already

the affective
e"--

can be divided

f

the learner as a black box but to use a description of, memory- processes

and their involvement in performance. Then we can consider i provements-

In the current`gondl4ct of laboralail'y work.

The most useful division of subject matter for our.purpose is

that made bl'Gy agri4 (1968) between verbal knowledge
1
41d intellectual

skills- The former are. single facts while the latter are capacities

to perform a whole class of tdsks. Learning that the Weber is a unit

of magnetic flux is acquiring a piece of verbal knowledge, while learning-
,.

to solve two-dimensiOnal collision poblemS by the application of the_

principle of conservation of momentum(isacquiri g an intellectual skilelr.

In the first instance the knowledge can be expres§ed in effectively 49

-only 'a single way, while in the second an-algorithm is involved which

will allow solution of an infinite number of examples.
ti

is important because there

This division

are quite'different procedures involved in

learning the two type.. Verbal knowledge is readily acquired, given

a knowledge of the language involved. "We can teach anyone with a command

"5



of_fnglish that, for example, diamond has a high refractive index.

Whether they comprehend therfull mean the statement or trot is

another matter, but as far as the acquisition of this fact is concerned,.

for most people a single statement of it by the instructor will be

enough. -Intellectual skills are not so easily_ acquired. Gagne,'

Mayor, Garstens, and Paradise (1962) and ite (1974), among ethers;

have shown that they learned hierarchically ip that the skill- cannot

be.learned less all of a set of identifiable pre-requisite ls are

already possessed. '141

Both verbal knowledge and intellectual'skills are store& away
-

as elements of long-term knowledge. ,
Where they are not associated by

rner with iy other element we say they have been learned by rote,

and that understa x(s is a consequence of linkihg the elements with

others in memory.

and in addition have identified twofurther'elements of long term memory-

Gagne and White (1978) have elaborated this notion,T

which they call images and episodes. These -too may influence the

storage of facts or skills-by being linked with them. Images are

figural repiesenti-tions in "Memory of diagrams, pictures, or scenes.

S
Episodes are representations stored insm mory of past events in which

-- .3
,

the individual was personally nvolved,-either as an active protagonist

or as an observer. Since epi§6des are an important part of, the theme

of this paper, some further description of them is necessary.
1^3.-

Episodes z
7r

t,
We conceive of a continuum of episodes which runs from

specific to general ones. the following discussion recess ily

treats them as a dichotomy, tie notion of'd continuum should not b

forgotten.



Let us consider.,gpecific episodes first.

idiosyncratic set of specific

Each of us has an

4..
eptsodes which go on being ford and

stored at all-ages beyond earliest infancy. One of mine, for example,

is of sitting in a launch in a featureless' sea from which, through

falling of the tide, the Great-Barrier Reef suddenly/ rose up, at first

as r-golated,blocks of coral and then as a low wall stretching to let

s{*

and right as far as I could see. Quite specific details remain to me

of this recollection of an event a quarter.of a century qld: my position%

in the launch and its orientation to the reef, the feel of a slic'it ocean

swell, the presence of fishing lines trolling behind. In this instance;

I was a passive observer, but in another I was an active participant.

This was in the first year Physics laboratory at the University of

Melbourne, when in doing an experiment concerning viscosity I allowed

oil to spill aver myself and the floor. These examples illustrate why
-..,

some events are more recallable than others: the ones we -find easiest

to recall are those that are unusual in some manner that engages-the

emotions, .They dare often dramatic. THeemotions involved may be of

any t3alp-6.-, such "at pleasure and a sense of wonder, grandeur and beauty

as iD the example of the Reed, or surprise,

as with the oil.

, ancr,embarrassment

Specific episodes are powerful aids to recall of anyknowledge a

that s associated with them. remember, for illstance, seeing a
,--_

demonstration of carbon monoxide ignited irCe two metre tall gas
...

jar. The gas burnt sloWly down with a paraboloid flame, emitting blue

light and a.musical note which rose .in pitch as the flame neared the bottom

of the j This memorable event is associated for me with verbal

knowledge about energj transformations and the properties of carbon

monoxide, and in fact is a link for me between two topics which otherwise

would not be closely associated in my memory.

'7

Hence that specific
0
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episode is a strong peg which maintains for nethe recallability

of the associated verbal knoWiedge.

At the other end of the continuum from highly specific episodes

are,generalised ones. - These are attracting some attention in psychology.

In the terminology of Schank and Abelson (1977) they are known as scripts.

They are formed from repeated experiences which we perceive as being of

the same type. When we4have the same sort of experience Many times we

abstract from it its general., features, and when we are cued by the name

we have given to that experience we can construct in our minds representa-

tions of it. When you contemplate the cue "bicycle", you can (if you .

4 -

have ridden one) recapture the feeling of being on a bicycle and may even

be able to picture yourself riding along on one. This does not prohibit

recall of a specific episode involving a bicycle; you can recall both

generalised and specific episodes mor or less at the same time.

L

Generall d episodes, though not formed on the dramatic and

emotive basis'of specific ones,'are also im in the learning and

subsequent recall and transfer of subject tter. provide a stock

of concrete. experiences which are essential in giving mean ng to new

information. When people are be told some;his new abo

or electrical circuits or energy or electrons,' they will comprehend the

information and assimilate it better if they have a'stock of generalised

episodes about these topics. Notions such as entropy or case grammar

or gross national product are hard to comprehend because we cannot easily

make them c4Zrete or attach them to-any past experience,. Inability

to relate new information to generalised episodes either directly or

through a short chain of other knowledge means that it is learned in.an

abstract fashion, so:that there is a tendency to lo
r

e the ability to

recall it and it is difficult to apply it. As Mayer and Greeno (1972)

have shown, absence of such contacts, which they call external connecti
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inhibits performance in solving problems,

Episodes and the Laboratory

Now let us consider

4B

physics laboratory in the light of these

notions of specific generalised episodes.

1114ISL2212f.tZ,J
>

k. 0

Laboratories currently are in the main smoothly organised places

where the unexpected is not intended to occur.
4

events are rare,\and

formed. Where t

Dramatic, emotive

so strong specific episodes are unlikely to be..4

are, it will ofteribe through some diSaster as

my example of'spilling the oil, and as it is the nature of these events

to occur in at-random, uncontrolled and unpredictable fashion they are 'A

V
i

unlikely ...to be tdinked with subject matter in A useful way. But since

"Specific episodes are powerful aids to recall, as illustrated by my

example of burning carbon monoxide, we might profit fromaltering

.
present laboratory practice so that controlled episodts\are: more likely

to be formed. cannot have all experiments dramatic, emotive, or

7

unusual. Apart, from the difficulty of inventing a large number of such

experiments, the fact of having many would militate against their unusual-

ness. In a year's course we can have only a handful of'experiments

that are so unusual that doing them will establish permanent specific

episodes. sTherefore the topics for these experiments should be chosen

carefully, an' should be key topics ,of the course rather than frin

7

' ones. In secondagy,school physics, for example, conservation of

energy may be agreed upon as a central topic, so a

1-s

pectacular energy

change experiment would be good to have. An example would be for

students tmake a powerful catapult, to construct its force-extension

graph so en ing them to calculate the work done in extending it, and
,bs(

then to use it outside firing a known mass at 45° when the range can

9



be used.to find the kinetic energy ,at the moment of release: There is

a lot of physics in such an 41 periment, but its main value is its

novelty, which will make it memora)le

More is needed than simply the experiments themselves. Early

results of some work in progress by Elaine Atkinson at Monash Univaisity

Facultof Education.euggestthat students often fail to connect practical

WODrkwith other subjebt matter, so in addition to providing suitably

unusual experiments which will establish episodes n students' minds,

teachers will have to consider hole to encourage em to link the episode

with appropriate intellectual skills andiverbal knowledge. At pr sent

this is' either left to chance or is assumed to be an automatic process.

It is not yet known how such links can be produced, but .a simple

technique might be sufficient, such as emphasising a sentence in which

a good descriptive name of the experiment is combined with the name of

the physical principle. For our example this might be "This catapult

experiment is about transformation of energy."

Generalised episodes
:110

What purpose is served by the present formof laboratory

experience, which does'not reach dramatic heights? From their` earlier,

discussion we can see that such experiments do provide a stoc4c of

generalised episodes which should be important in the learning of physics.

r

These generalised episodes come from repetitive and varied meetings with

pervasive concepts such as measurement and accuracy and with measured

"quantities such as length, time, potential difference, or current, and

from direct experience of phenomena such-as refraction. The experiments,

the handling of apparatus, provide a concreteness or shift from

abstraction which "Gent n's Physic " lacks. This shilri .good

because generalised episodes act assread y recalled posts to which new

information can be linked and thus .irademore comprehensible, and because

10 .1-



they aid recall of information about specific quantities.'such as

potential .difference. Recall of verbal.knowledge and intellectual skills

is not a simple-matter but is a function of the mass of elements of long

term memory that are associated with them. The greater the set of

associated episodes and images the more readily will'the knowledge be

recalled. In. this context we shOrd note that laboratory work, as well ,

as leading to episodes, may provide a much greater range of im ges than

will generally be the case for no9,-laboratory instruction, especially

if we do not restrict the term to visual images but also include tactile

ones.

DoeS this notioh, of ;generalised episc- indicate-any shortcomings

in the current organization of laboratory woi, The usual form of

laboratory exercise does-give experiences of measurements and meetings

with physical'qu ties, and theerepetition of these experiments does

lead.'"to useful genera ised episodes. The weakness of these episodes lies

in their "labness", their lack of relation to events of daily-lifc

outside the school or university. If they did so relate, the daily li 2

r'

experiences, would help the formation of the 'episodes and speed the process

of abstracting their important general features, and the episodes weld

be a. much-needed link betwe9 the school and daily life. The implication

is that a substantial proportion of laboratory experiments nees to be

ta.en out of the laboratory and away from-artificial apparatus, and

should be carried out in a'daily life context with familiar materials.

Of course this is diffficlt, and not po-Ssible for all topics. However,

mechanics, optics, and electricity surely contain many opportunities to

make this change.

done with eaeople, bicycles, and cars than solely with trolleys and
$C4

airtracks; experiments on refraction might involve-swimming pools rather

Kinematics experiments, for le, might better be

than glass blocks; and electricity might better be studied with house

O

1_1
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fuses, switches, and meters or with torches (flashlights) in their

commercial, cases than with rheostats and potentiometers. As well-as -

providing more recallable and useful ,generalised episodes these changes

could make students see physics as a more relevant study in their lives

than they do now.

Integration of Knowledge

The notion of linking episodes to other knowledge enables us

to identify one further, type of experiment which currently is missing

from our laboratories. Once learned, knowledge can be further integrated

by increasing and strengthening the links between its elements. This

can be brought about by applying the knowledge in solving problems: the

act of doing the problems forces new connections to be made. Pencil

and paper problems\are not powerful enough to be fullyfeffective in
ca.

this regard, but practical situations are excellent. They,can force

students to integrate knowledge in solving real problems. Unfortunately,

hardly any experiments in school or undergraduate physics today are

presented to students as problems; rather they are exercises in following

directions. An example of a real problem would be to give a student an

inflated balloon with the request to measure the potential.energystored

in and with no further instructions on how-to go about it. White

(l976) lists a few more examples of practical problems of this type.

ti

*
Experiments that are true problems train students for'two desirable

outcomes which have not yet beeiitouched on. OnePis the ability to

design experiments, thatuis to list the sequel of actions-necessary

once a general course has been specified. The present direction-following.

experiments do nothing for this outcome. The-other is the ability to

describe the experiment. The current laboratory report is too often a

stereotyped repetition of the instructions, which does not teach the-
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. . . 4 ... .

student hbwto organize his wtitin 'nor how to . describe actions::-" a way

that will be.useful outside the laboratory. _ This is a pity, since the'

.

.
-. -

sdience laboratory is one

can practise writing

they: few pafts-ofthe curriculumpthere students

a specific; detaile desoription of actions. and'

reasons ,for them', or of ypothese;) for things seen\h In thi -r spect

. _

stereotyped laboratory reports .are letting down.the whole curriculum, not
#

: .- .

. _

...just the'sUbject of Physics.

9 s
Summary.>

It suggested that three:types of experiment be added tt? those:-

-k

_

normally used in physics courses. One typeiis the Unusual experiment.

'which engages the emotions through being odd, dramatic, beautiful, or
.

puzzling. A few of these expeiments'in a year's course should be used
,

a,

as powerful aids to the recall of the Most important topics. eApother

type is intended to establish generalised episodes involving materials

and events of common experience, with the purposes of linking school

subject matter and daily life and of providing experiences which will be

called into play in making subsequent information comprehensible. The

third type consists of true problem solving exercises which serve to

integrate students' knowledge of physics, making that knowledge more

readily, recallable and applicable to further problems. In addition

A

these exercises will train the students in designing experiments

writing reports.

13
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